THEMES FOR THE 2014-2015 CLUB YEAR
February 24, 2015. MONUMENTS and STATUES. There are an abundance of
subjects in the Low Country that can be photographed in a very mundane way but we
are challenging you to take it with a story like approach. Take an angle where the
background is lurking behind your subject as defiant or protective of your subject. Why
not use some leading lines to direct the viewer to your subject. How about this: the
statue has a monumental moment. Be inventive, let the status-quo behind you.
March, 2015. NO COMPETITION
April 28, 2015: Togetherness - think of this as an emotional theme where there is a strong
connection between your subjects, two together. This can be flowers, birds, roots, people,
you name it. We are looking for images that have a strong emotional factor in it, where either
objects, animals or people appeared to be in full symbiosis or sharing an important moment
together. Please submit your entry before the 27th at 6:00PM
May, 2015. NO COMPETITION - this is the Tri-Club competition month
June, 2015. Our summer picnic and people choice contest. Following the usual
tradition, we will have as our theme a color. This year (2015) the color is RED, WHITE
and BLUE. One photo, containing all three colors. Added difficulty, NO FLAGS to be
used. The three colors should all appear as the primary focus of the print. Be creative,
after all, we gave you three colors this year instead of just one.
Past competitions for reference only:
September, 2014: NO COMPETITION
October 28, 2014: MACRO. In preparation for the upcoming Macro show at
Honey Horn, we are giving everyone a chance to learn more about it and an
opportunity to improve for the show.
November 25, 2014 THE SPORTING WAY. All photos should be related to
sports. Don't get hung up on the word "Sports", as there are many avocations that are
defined as being a sport.
December, 2014 is reserved for the Christmas Party and the selection of the
People's Choice Awards for Print of the Year. Guidelines will be provided prior to the
event.
January 27, 2015: WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE.
Think of that topic in a very broad way so we can see very creative images of water from a
simple droplet to a massive water fall taken somewhere in the Low Country. Yes it is
possible, just use your creativity. This is a great opportunity to practice long exposure or
very fast shutter speed. Get in gear and surf the theme; bring new images, show us what
you can do. Don't forget that you must submit your entry no later than Jan. 26th - 6:00PM

